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Chapter 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

A blepharoplasty (from the Greek blepharon ‘eyelid’ and plassein/plasty ‘to form’) is 
currently defined as the excision of excessive eyelid skin (dermatochalasis), with or 
without subcutaneous tissue, for either functional or aesthetic reasons.

The first known references to eyelid surgery were described in an Indian document the 
‘Sushruta Samhita’ around 600 B.C.. In the first century, ancient Greeks and Romans 
made skin excisions to relax the eyelids. This was described by the Roman Aulus 
Cornelius Celsus (25 B.C.–50 A.D.) in the seventh book of his encyclopaedia, De Medicina 
octo libri1,2. Around 1000 A.D., Ali ibn Isa al-Kahhal, an eye specialist, compiled one of the 
earliest descriptions of an upper eyelid blepharoplasty; the surname al-Kahhal means 
‘the oculist’. Further progress stagnated over the next several centuries until Arabian 
surgeons, namely Avicenna and Ibn Rashid, described the role of excess skin folds in 
impairing eyesight in the 10th and 11th centuries. Many years later, Karl Ferdinand von 
Gräfe introduced the term ‘blepharoplasty’ in 1818 for the technique used to repair 
deformities of the eyelids and for solely functional indications. In the early 1900s, 
oculoplastic surgeons started removing upper eyelid skin for aesthetic purposes, with 
the techniques varying widely3. However, early attempts to correct ‘the aging eye’ were 
designed solely to remove excess skin3. The incision techniques used those days form 
the basis for today’s cosmetic eyelid surgery. Loeb4 and Furnas5 described removing 
redundant muscle in the late 1970s, but only from some young patients who showed 
exaggerated individual development of the orbicularis that caused bulkiness4 or from 
patients with loose festoons of orbicularis oculi muscle5.

In the last 20 years, cosmetic upper blepharoplasty has become increasingly popular6 
involving the removal of excess eyelid skin, underlying orbicularis oculi muscle and 
protruding fat7. The practice of marking the incisions before eyelid surgery became 
popular, making the removal of excessive skin more efficient and thus preventing 
the removal of too much skin which could result in incomplete eyelid closure. In 
line with these developments, the taboo associated with cosmetic procedures has 
slowly decreased over the last few years. Nowadays, blepharoplasty is a very common 
procedure because it helps to rejuvenate a tired and aging appearance caused by 
sagging of the eyelid skin.

The aetiology of sagging eyelid skin lies in the weakening of connective tissues, 
loss of skin elasticity and the effects of gravity over time. They all contribute to the 
development of dermatochalasis.
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Although aging and skin laxity is considered part of the normal aging process, modern 
western society is seeking, more and more, a smooth and youthful face as it is a symbol 
of dynamism and good health. When looking at a face, the eyes are the first and most 
looked at8,9. The eye area is considered attractive by many when it shows typical 
youthful features10. A beautiful youthful eye is described as full and convex (figure I)7, 11-13. 
Conversely, an aging eye appears hollow due to volume loss and fat atrophy. A face can 
be judged as more aged, fatigued and less attractive in the presence of tired-looking 
eyes and excess skin (Figure II). Aesthetic surgery to the eye region may, therefore, be 
one of the most effective interventions to enhance facial aesthetics14.

Figure I. Example of a youthful looking eye. Figure II. Example of an aging eye appearance.

Besides dermatochalasis possibly leading to a less appealing appearance, it may also 
elicit a variety of functional problems including difficulty with elevating the upper 
eyelid15,16, periorbital discomfort and dry eyes17. In individuals with dermatochalasis 
of the upper eyelids, the redundant skin obstructs the superior visual field. The 
occipitofrontalis muscles tend to compensate by lifting the eyebrows and elevating the 
redundant upper eyelid skin which may cause tension-type headaches18-20. Yet, studies 
on the functional benefits of an upper blepharoplasty are limited (contrast sensitivity, 
astigmatism, sensitivity of the eyelid skin, electromyographical data on the frontalis 
muscle) or sometimes conflicting (eyebrow height, dry eye signs and symptoms). It still 
remains uncertain which functional effects may be expected after surgery.
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Irrespective of whether it is performed for functional or aesthetic reasons, upper 
eyelid blepharoplasty is one of the most commonly performed surgical procedures in 
aesthetic surgery. A full description of the eyelid anatomy, including the anatomy of the 
orbital fat compartments, was provided by Castañares in 195021, leading to important 
improvements in blepharoplasty techniques. Over time, the surgical procedure has 
changed and several techniques are described in the literature3,7.

In the past, surgeons were inclined to perform a more invasive blepharoplasty where 
excess skin was removed together with a strip of orbicularis oculi muscle, sometimes 
combined with excision or redistribution of fat from the medial and central fat 
compartments7. The rationale for resectioning both muscle and fat along with skin is, 
however, unclear22. Nowadays, surgeons tend to be more conservative and less invasive 
by sparing the orbicularis oculi muscle and orbital fat because it preserves the fullness 
of the periorbital region, thus preventing the aged hollow orbit appearance7,13. Other 
aspects of the surgical technique are not set yet, such as the preferred shape of the 
skin excision, varying from the traditional elliptical shape23 to the later modified scalpel 
blade shape24 and excisions that extend beyond the lateral orbital rim25. Surgeons 
have their own preferences, meaning there is no consensus as to which is the most 
suitable blepharoplasty procedure and for which patient. In conclusion, there is still 
a need for a better understanding of the functional and aesthetic outcomes of an 
upper blepharoplasty and which surgical technique should be used to achieve the 
best results.

Aims
The general aim of this thesis was to gain an insight into the effects of an upper 
blepharoplasty. Therefore, a number of studies were performed:
• to evaluate literature regarding functional and aesthetic results of upper 

blepharoplasty we reviewed the literature to assess the objective and subjective 
functional effects (chapter 2) and aesthetic results (Chapter 3) of upper 
blepharoplasties;

• to assess the Patient Reported Aesthetic Results (PRARs) using various FACE-Q 
modules and the Patient and Observer Scar Assessment Scale following two 
different surgical upper blepharoplasty techniques, i.e. resectioning only skin or 
skin with a strip of additional orbicularis oculi muscle (Chapter 4);

• to compare the outcome of traditional elliptical skin excisions with wide lateral 
skin excisions from pretarsal show measurements, lateral eyebrow heights, patient 
reported aesthetic results (PRARs) and scarring (Chapter 5);
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• to compare the effect of both blepharoplasty techniques on tear film dynamics and 
dry eye symptoms. The blepharoplasty techniques entailed skin only resections or 
also removing a strip of orbicularis oculi muscle (Chapter 6);

• to evaluate the effect of an upper blepharoplasty on eyebrow position, 
electromyographical changes of the frontal muscles and patient reported headache. 
The outcomes of the two surgical techniques (skin only resections versus removing 
a strip of additional orbicularis oculi muscle) were compared. Electromyographical 
changes in the orbicularis oculi muscle were also assessed to evaluate the effect 
of an additional muscle resection (Chapter 7).

• to develop a method of scanning the periorbital region with 3D technology to 
enable objective evaluations of surgical periorbital region treatments (Chapter 8). 
The three-dimensional assessment methodology of the upper eyelids facilitates 
evaluations of the fullness of the periorbital region after a blepharoplasty and 
comparisons between techniques.
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